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The problem of the energy diffusion of fast ions injected into an equilibrium plasma is con
sidered. The energy distribution of the injected ions is initially monochromatic, with the 
energy exceeding the mean thermal energy in the plasma. It is assumed in this case that 
the distribution of velocity directions is isotropic. The extent to which the distribution ap
proaches a Maxwellian one is determined. For an arbitrary initial distribution, the result 
can be obtained by the principle of superposition, since the equations are linear. 

1. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION 

THE kinetic equation for a fully ionized plasma in 
the absence of external fields has the form 1 

at I at=- divvj, 

. _ ne ~ ,2 (f u f' u \ tk , k d , ZL ~ "f' "f u21i. -u.u 
1t- m .Ll \ m'ov~- movk) --u··-- v. (1) 

Here f = f ( t, v) is the distribution function, j is 
the flux density of particles in velocity space, L = 
ln [n-1 (€/e2 ) 3 ] is the Coulomb logarithm, m, e 
are the mass and charge of particles, ui =Vi- vi 
is the component of relative velocity. 

Integration over dv' is taken over the whole 
velocity space. The primed variables are summed 
over all types of particles that collide with the 
given particles. 

In our case the distribution function for each 
kind of particle is isotropic with respect to the 
velocity direction. We can therefore integrate in 
(1) over the directions of the vector v'. Taking 
into account the equalities 

of vk of av;; = v (JV , Uk(U 20ik- UtUk) = 0, 

we obtain 
. r.e2L ~e'2 
1 i = """'lit ~ 

(2) 

The integral over the angles of v' has the form: 

Evaluation of the last integral gives 

*Work carried out in 1952. 

~ udO.v' = 3~:, {(v + v') 3 -I v- v' 13}. 

After differentiating twice and substituting into 
(2) we obtain for the flux in velocity space 

. rr:e2L "V '2 
1t =In ..::..Je (3) 

\ (f of' - f' ~) 8n v ·v'3 8 v' dv' 
X j m' v' ov' mviJv 3 ' (v + v' +I v- v' 1) 3 • 

This flux is directed along the vector v, and its 
divergence is 

d. . - 1 i) ( 2 ") 
IVv]- v2 (JV V 1 • 

where j is the absolute value of the flux. 
We assume that a small number of ions of 

definite energy, with a spherically symmetric 
distribution of velocity directions, is injected 
into an equilibrium fully-iohized plasma. Then 

(4) 

the role played by the collisions ofthese particles 
with each other will not be great, and the change in 
time of the distribution function f of these parti
cles will be determined by the collisions with the 
ions and the electrons of the equilibrium plasma 
having Maxwellian distributions: 

(5) 

f~ = n (m/2r.T)''•e-mv"i2T' (6) 

where n is the ion or electron density, M, m 
are the ion and electron masses, T is the ion 
and electron temperature in energy units. 

The distributions are normalized so .that 
J f' 4rrv' 2 dv' = n. Thus the flux of injected particles 
in velocity space is equal to: 

. ne•L ~ I of; t' of ) 8n '3 8 'd ' 1 - If--- ·-- -vv v v - --;w- , Mv'iJv' 'MviJv 3 (v + v' +I v- v' 1)3 

(7) 

ne4L (' (f at: t' of ) 8n '3 8 'd I + ---,n- J \ mv' iJv' - e MviJv 3 VV (v + v' + 1 v- v' 1)3 V V · 
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Substituting for fi and fe their values from (5) 
and (6), and integrating over dv', we shall obtain 
the final. expression for the flux of particles in 
velocity space: 

. = _ 2'/, e•Lnr'f, f [1..-. /2rtT <I> (-. / M v \ _ _:l. e-Mv'f2r] 
1 3rt'/, M'f, v 1 4v V M V '2T ) 2 

(8) 

+ • / M l1_ V '2rtT <I> ( 1/ ~ v) _1._ e-mv'/cTJ} (L + ~) Jl m 4v m \ J' '2T 2 , T Mvav ' 

z 
where <P {z) = ~ f e -t2 dt is Kramp's function. 

V1r0 

The kinetic equation for the injected ions, in 
accordance with (1) and (4) has the form 

(9) 

Substituting into this the expression for 
(8) we obtain: 

from 

at 1 a [v-· ( a')] ih = Vx ax x r (x) f + <E , (10) 

with 

I' (x) = ~ v;<D fji --}e-x (11) 

Y M ["14 Y;t(D (Y mx I M) 3 ] + _ --e-mxfM 
m V mxjM 2 · 

We shall normalize the function f by the condition 

~ f Vxdx = 1. (12) 

In going over from the distribution function f in 
velocity space to the distribution density with re
spect to energy p = f..fX, we obtain from (10) the 
following equation for p: 

ap a [ ( P ap)J ih =ax r (x) \P- 2X +ax , (13) 

with 
co 

~pdx=l. (14) 

2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 

The initial condition for the distribution density 
with respect to energy of the injected ions p is a 
monochromatic distribution with the energy equal 
to x0• In future we shall assume that x0 exceeds 
unity. Thus 

p(X, 0) = o(X-Xo)· (15) 

With time this distribution will be smeared out by 
diffusion and will approach the stationary distribu
tion which is obtained from (13) when dp/dT = 0 

and which is, as it ought to be, Maxwellian 

p (x, oo) = 2e-xVxfrt. (16) 

Our problem is to find the time variation of the 
distribution, particularly for large times and for 
energies exceeding x0• 

We solve (13) by using Laplace transforms. To 
do this we multiply both sides of equation (13) by 
e-A.T and integrate over dT between the limits 
0 and co. Integrating by parts on the left-hand 
side and denoting 

co 

h. (x) = ~ p (x, 't) e-AT d't, 
0 

(17) 

we obtain from (13), after taking (15) into account, 

(18) 

The transition from PA. ( x) to p ( x, T) is accom
plished with the aid of the formula for the inverse 
transformation 

cr+ico 

p (X, 't) = z!{ ~ PA (x) e),T dA. (19) 
cr-ioo 

Here the integration over dA. is taken in the com
plex A. plane along a line lying in the right-hand 
half-plane to the right of the singularities of PA. ( x). 

Let us put Eq. (18) into a more convenient form. 
For this we first eliminate the first derivative by 
the substitution 

0 = x'f, e-X/2 r-'f•g 
'A ), • (20) 

We then replace the function gA. and the independ
ent variable2 x 

X x, 

~ = ~ [r (x)J-'I•dx, ~o = ~ [r (x)J-''·dx. 
0 0 

As a result we obtain 

d?FA 
df,Z- (A-u(~)) FA 

=- x0'f, ex,f2 [r (x0)]-'1• o (~- ~0 ), 

where 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Equation (23) with r ( x) as given by formula 
(11) does not have a solution in finite analytic form 
(except for the case A.= 0 ). However, one can ob
tain, with sufficient degree of accuracy, an approxi
mate solution by making use of the specific form of 
the function u ( g ) . A graph of the function u ( g ) 
for the value m/M = 1/3600 (deuterium plasma) 
is given in Fig. 1. 

In the range of values of g from 5 to 30 (while 
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x varies from 4 to 25) the fwlCtion u ( ~) main
tains an approximately constant value equal to 0.14, 
as can be seen from the graph. We denote this 
value by a. ( The remaining values of the function 
u ( ~) in the region ~ > 30, which are of no prac
tical interest, increase monotonically and go through 
a maximum (on the order of M/m) at ~, and then 
asymptotically approach zero for still greater val
ues of ~. 

For an an approximate solution of (23), we shall 
choose such an expression for r ( x) [which we 
shall denote by y (x )], as to make u ( ~) a con
stant equal to a, i.e., in accordance with (24) 

d2 (x'f, e-xfz [y (x)]'1•) I d~ 2 
'I 'I =a. x •e-xf2 [y (x)] ' (25) 

With such a value of y, Eq. (23) can be solved 
in finite analytic form. We have denoted by t the 
quantity ~ corresponding to the new function y ( x). 
Such an approximation allows us to obtain, with a 
sufficient degree of accuracy, the distribution func
tion in the range of values of ~ from 5 to 30. On 
solving Eq. (25) for the function x 114 e-x/2 [y(x)]t/4 

we find 

x'f, e-X/2 [y (x)]'f, = c exp (-Vile)+ cl exp (Vaq, (26) 

where C and C1 are constants, which for the 
time being are arbitrary and will be determined 
later. The dependence of t on x is now given 
instead of (22) by the formula: 

X ~ 

C = ~ [y(x)]-'l•dx, C0 = ~ [y(x)]-'f•dx. (27) 
0 0 

Equation (23), without its right-hand side, has for 
A = 0 a solution which falls off as ~ - oo, or, 
what is the same, for x- oo. This solution has, 
according to (24), the form 

F~. = const x'f, e-X/Z rr (x)J''·· 

A solution of (23) (for A = 0 ) which falls off at 
infinity, must have for u ( ~ ) = a the form 

F~. = constx'f·e-xfz[y(x)]'f·. (28) 

Comparing (28) with (26) we find that C1 = 0, and 
thus 

x''·e-xfz [y(x)J''· = C exp (- Vaq. (29) 

The constant C is determined from the normali
zation condition and turns out to be equal to 

C = (7ta)''·· (30) 

Now we can find from (27), (29) and (30) the depend
ence of y and t on x. We obtain 

~ = - 2 ~a In [I - <1> <Vx) + 2 y~e-x] ; (31) 

, _ _ [1 - <D (YXj + 2 ]2 

( - "a V x e x V 7t · (32) 

Equation (23) assumes the form 

while pA and FA are related by the expression 
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FIG. 1 

Let us determine the boundary conditions for 
Eq. (33). Integrating (13) with respect to x be
tween the limits 0 and oo, and noting that it fol-

8 00 

lows from (14) that -;-- f pdx = 0, we obtain 
uT 0 

{y<x> (r- t.+ ix)}r = o. (35) 

As x- oo both p(x, T) and 8p/8x should tend 
to zero, and since at the same time y (x) remains 
finite, it must follow that 

(p- p /2x + ap; ax)x~ 00 = 0, (36) 

{y(x) (p- p/2x + ap I axnx~o = o. (37) 

Upon applying the Laplace transformation to the 
last two equations, we shall have the same condi
tions also for PA ( x); obviously ( PA )x-oo = 0. 
From the condition ( PA )x-oo = 0, from the speci
fic forms of the functions t ( x) and y ( x) given 
by (31) and (32) for x - oo, and from the relation 
(34), we obtain the boundary condition for FA as 
x- oo(t; -oo) 

(38) 

Similarly we obtain the boundary condition 

(39) 

In addition to satisfying conditions (38) and (39), 
the function FA ( t) must be continuous in the 
whole region from zero to oo, while at the point 
t = to the derivative dFA/dt must have a discon-
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tinuity whose magnitude is found by integrating (23) 
over a sm.all interval which contains the point 
t =to: 

(40) 

Conditions (38), (39), (40) and the requirement of 
continuity completely determine FA. ( x) for x > 0. 
The function FA. which satisfies all the above re
quirements has the form: 

( ex; {Va~"- V ~~o} . [(Va +A-Va) exp (V a+ H) I 2 (rra) 1• V a -t- A (JI a+ A- Jl a) 

F" = ~ .:!' (V a + A + Va) exp (- y a + A~ 1, ~ < ~o __ 

ex; {Va~o-~~} [(Va +A- Va)exp (Va + A~o) 
2 (rra) /, Va -t- A (V a+ A- Ya) 

(41) 

t +(Va+A+Va)exp(-Va+A~0)], ~>Co· 

The function FA. ( t) is defined for complex values 
of A., including also negative values of A., by 
means of analytic continuation with respect to A., 
starting with positive values of A.. 

According to (17) and (34) the desired distribu
tion p (x, T) is equal to 

a-too 

The path of integration in the complex A. plane 
may be deformed in the following manner. The 

(42) 

integrand FA.eAT has singularities at A.= 0 and 
A. = -a; in particular, the point A. = 0 is a pole 

with a residue equal to 2 ( a/ 1r) 1/4 e -..fat, while the 
point A. = -a is a branch point of the first order. 
After making a cut along the negative part of the 
real axis from A. = -a to A. = - oo, we take the 
path of integration along the edges of the cut fn 
the form of a loop sur-rounding the point A. = -a. 
Then the integral in formula (42) will reduce to 
an integral over this loop and an integral over a 
circle surrounding the point A. = 0, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Both functions FA. in formula (41) give, 
on integration, the same result for p ( x, T). On 
carrying out the integration we obtain: 

2Ya - e-aT -
p = -,-1 exp (- 2 Va:) + -,-1 exp {- Va(C --(0)} 

y ' 2rry ' (43) 
IX> 

\' du.e-fl.T [ v- (1.- a ~- 2 v fl.a - ] 
X J 'vu: cos fl.(~ - C0) + fl.+ a cos 1 fl. (C0 + q - iJ. +a sin V fl. ((0 + q . 

0 • 

The first term in (43) represents the integral over 
the circle, while the second term represents the 
integral over the loop. On carrying out the neces
sary integrations in the second term, we obtain the 
final expression for the distribution p ( x, T ) : 

[mAc 

FIG. 2 

where t and to are determined by formula (27), 
while y(x) is determined by formula (32). As 
T- 0 we obtain from (44) p = o (x -x0 ), while 
for T-oo, p = 2e-X../x/7r , as it should be. 

3. RESULTS 

Expression (44) obtained above for the distribu
tion density with respect to energy p ( x, T) will 
describe, to a sufficient degree of approximation, 
the energy distribution of ions injected into plasma 
in the range of values of ~ and ~ 0 from 5 to 30. 
The range of the corresponding values ·of t and 
to is approximately the same, while x and x 0 

vary between 4 and 25. In order to describe the 
manner in which the distribution function approaches 
the stationary Maxwellian distribution 

PM= 2y-'/, Va e-2Va~ 
it is convenient to introduce the ratio p/ PM which 
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is equal to 

£_ = __;_ [1 + <I> (V a't- ~ + ~o)' j' 
PM 2 2 Jl '<" 

+ exp {-aT -:1- v-a (~ + ~o)} [e-(~-~ 0)'14' + e-(l;+!;,)'iHJ. 
4 V 1taT (45) 

The variables t and to occur in p/ PM in a sym
metric way. 

For given values of t and to ( t ~ to) lying 
within the region in which the solution is applicable 
the quantity p/pM regarded as a function of time 
increases from zero (at T = 0 ) to a maximum 
value greater than unity (for T = T*) and then de
creases asymptotically approaching unity from 
above. For small values of the time 

't ~ (~ + ~o) I 2 Va < cc o 

p/pM has the form: 

_£_ = 1_ exp ~- (~ + ~o- y£;:)2} ( 1 + et:t:,J'). (46) 
PM 4 VrtaT 1 '2 V T 

For large values of the time 

-r ::3> ((o > (( + (o) I 2 Va 
we have: 

{ ( ~ ~- ~ + ~0 )2} ( 1 \ ( 1 ) X exp - 1 v a1: - --:-=- ( - ~ 1 C0 - -, • 
\ 2V'"" Va, Va 

(47) 

The time T = T* at which p/ PM has a maximum 
is found from the condition a ( p/ PM )/EJT = 0 which, 
in accordance with (45), ~ssumes the form: 

:::;,r,• = wa-r• + (~ + ~o) I 2Y?V- 112 
e a-r• - (~- ~0) 2 I 4'<"* + 1/z • (48) 

Assuming that the quantity t to/ T* is large 
compared with unity (this condition is fulfilled as 
may be seen from the result (49) obtained above 
for our range of t and to) we obtain T* by 
equating to zero the denominator of the right-hand 
side of (48) 

• V1+4a(~-~0)2 -1 
'i: = 4a (49) 

In conclusion, I express my gratitude to A. B. 
Migdal for suggesting the problem. 
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